
A BIOGRAPHY OF ANDREW WYETH AN AMERICAN PAINTER

Andrew Wyeth, one of America's best-known Realist painters of the 20th century, created canvases imbued with the
mysteriousness of the real.

Dividing his time between Pennsylvania and Maine, Wyeth maintained a realist painting style for over fifty
years. But he did not want to become an all-American illustrator like the Post's illustrious Norman Rockwell -
and he had heard his own father, an illustrator, bemoan choosing the path of mammon rather than the path of
virtue, and declined. Wyeth was quite aware that his reputation among the critics who mattered - who were not
the millions who bent the knee to his genius - did not stand high, and he worried away at it, pointing out that
his approach to composition involved a large measure of abstraction. Those familiar with later works are often
surprised at his early "wet brush" numbers: quickly executed, broad strokes and full of color. Like the Olsons,
the Kuerners and their farm were one of Wyeth's most important subjects for nearly 50 years. He worked in a
tradition that might be called American isolationism, and that stretched back to the midth century. Wyeth later
said that his father's death "made him," meaning that grief caused him to focus intensely, and forced him to
paint with deep emotion going forward from the mids. The scene contains a sense of vulnerability,
contributing to a certain forboding feeling. Wyeth's guidance[ edit ] Wyeth started drawing at a young age. He
learnt his lessons well, and had his first exhibition at the Macbeth Gallery in New York at the age of 19, in 
Wyeth later said he lamented the fact that he was never able to paint a portrait of his father but that "the hill
finally became a portrait of him. As a representational artist, Wyeth created work in sharp contrast to
abstraction, which gained currency in American art and critical thinking in the middle of the 20th century.
Wyeth was quite inspired by his neighbor, who, because of an unknown illness resulting in her inability to
walk, spent much time on the property surrounding her house. She played an important role managing his
career. In Maine, where the Wyeth family spent the summer months, the artist also befriended another
neighbor who became a frequent subject. Teenaged Siri Erickson was the subject of several portraits that
Wyeth painted during the s. He continued to render Olson, or her Maine house, in a series of works that
stretched on until the late s, including Miss Olson and Weather Side  The entire inventory of oil paintings sold
out, and his life path seemed certain. Andrew was a weak and sickly child. Ann was a musician at a young age
and became a composer as an adult. From an early date, Wyeth's realism always aimed to capture, in his words
"what lurks close down at the surface. Wyeth felt that the painting would have been more successful without
the figure in the field. Andrew Newell Wyeth Andrew Wyeth born remains one of the most popular American
painters of his time. Admirers of Wyeth's art believe that his oil paintings, in addition to their pictorial formal
beauty, contain strong emotional currents, symbolic content, and underlying abstraction. The entire inventory
of paintings sold out, and his life path seemed certain. Perhaps his most famous image, it depicts his neighbor,
Christina Olson, sprawled on a dry field facing her house in the distance.


